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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern lllhlOls UnlYenitJ, Charleston

heet

Alpha Phi put on probation
Officials hope sorority
will learn from mistakes

CAMPUS

&reeks 9atlter to plaJ

dodgeltall for cbritJ
11 CASA, a local organization that
advocates for the best interests of
abused children in Coles County, will
be the recipient of the funds raised
bit fraternity and sorority members
who covered themselves in puddi119
and other sticky food items during
a dodgeball game for a cause.

Alpha Phi was placed on social
probation after several sorority

members received citations ac a
parcy Sepe. 15.
Members of chc sorority hosted
chc party, which was not ac chc
chapter house, where 59 citations
were issued.
Social probation means sorority
members arcn'c allowed to attend
any social activities where alcohol

is present. Thac includes plates wich
a cash bar or parties where alcohol
is served or supplied by eacli party
gucsc.
Alpha Phi women may attend
"dry activities," cvencs chac do not
involve any alcohol.
The probation is effective until
Dec. 31, said Bob Dudolski.

H SEE PIOIATIOI, PAGE 1

Drug Court
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gives 2nd

Alldenon defends self·

..Uaatio• at

director of Greek Life.
Bue if the sorority doesn't
comply, chc punishmcnc can carry
over co chc spring semester.
The women also have to submic
an updaced calendar chat includes
cvcncs sanctioned by chc sorority.

..n.,

,, Student Body President Sean
Anderson explained his reasoning
for nominating himself to be a
representative on the Presidential
Search Committee. Also at
Wednesday's meeting, the Student
Senate tabled three pieces of
legislation, two of which deal with
this year's Homecoming.

chance
Open house to educate
public on program
IJ Chris &sit
Senior Oty Reporter

, ... :s

Drug users who gee caught could
find chcmsclvcs in Drug Court.
Drug Coun is basically a process
to help nonviolent drug offenders
get back on their feet.
The purpose is to take these
people and put them through an
intense rehabilitation effort insccad
of duowing chem immcdiatdy
behind bars.
Off"cnden meet wich chc Drug

CAMPUS

Power shared bJ facultJ,
st.dnts, ad•i•istraton
•,, A portion of Eastern's
culture and the rultures of other
universities is based in part on the
idea of joint power between the
different members of the university
community.

, ... s

Coun commincc every week for six
wcclcs. Their progress is evaluated,
and if chcy have complied with the

CAMPUS

Argelltiu holds differat
marriapostolu
JI

standards cheir visits arc required
only every other week.
Evencually. visics arc bumped up
to once a monch if everything runs
smoochly, said Judge Micch Shick,
who has worked wich chc Drug
Court since it began rwo-and-ahalf years ago.

A language professor

presented a speech and movie
discussing the marital traditions
of people in her native Argentina
versus those in the United States
as part of Eastern's celebration of
l.alilo Heritage Month.

....

,
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l·AA + l·A bi9 IHHJ;
Eutera heads to H•aii
:ti Several smaller schools,
like Eastern, are playing larger
llliversities and getting a major
paycheck in return. The Panthers
have scheduled Illinois and will play
Satu-day night in Hawaii. In the
past five years, Eastern has played
seven I-A opponents.
Page 10
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StHellt dleeri.. ' ' " '
Eastern has seen its student
cheering group, the Blue Crew,
grow in numbers. This year the
group is up to 890 members. And
out efforts to improve the Blue

H

....., IASlm . .

Kendrick the Tinker attempts to block a blow from Olaf the Strong during a battte Sept. 17 in the South
Quad put on by the Society for Creative Anarchism.

En garde
The Mlclclle Kingdom, SocietJ for CreatiY• bac•ro•ll• ..rhe loc.llJ

BUE CREW

9rowiD9 H

C.-mllll , •

Crew and how some of Eastern's
athletes are reacting to the group.
"If we can get that core group
of people who are going to be at
the events, as it grows, anything
is possible," said Sean Anderson,
student body president and
member of the Blue Crew.
Pa9e 1l

., ..........
Staff Correspondent

Men dressed in doching from chc Middle Ap
and Renaissance rccrcaccd chc medieval townamena
chis pasc weekend.
"Many members make most of their equipment
themselves and/or wich chc assistance of ochers.• said
Jeri Matteson-Hughes, a staff member of College
of Arts And Humanities. "Some items arc available
commercially, from panicipancs who have developed
a business based on rc-cnactor's cquipmcnc needs."
The Society for Crcacivc Anachronism is a nonprofit educational inremational organization that
sponsors cvcncs nearly every weekend when the
weather allows.
It is dedicated to researching and re-crcadng che
arts and skills of pn:-l 7ch- century Europe.

To do this, memhen daas in clothing of the

Middle Ap and R.enannce and ancnd events.
The clothing and the raeardi give the person who
is n:aearlngacbanctcr from that time period a better
understanding of chc character. Mose people chose a
persona by chcir interest, hericagc, or by appcaranc.c.
A member can be a person of chc time period, but he
or she cannot be a specific person, for example King
Henry VIII.
Most events - hosted by chapters such as Eastcrn's
- arc coumamaus, ans exhibits, classes, workshops,
dancing. feasts and more.
Some weekends, chcrc may be a couple dozen
events .scmeRd around che region. Most cliaprers
hold at least one event per year; some larger groups
will hold rwo or more.
JI SEE II CADE, PAGE I

March to light
up campus
lytlllltllopf
Student Gollernment Reporter

Canella wiJJ light up the night
sky ronigbt for the Take Back the
Night ·march ID promote ..r.,
throughout the community.
1hc Sexual Assault Counseling
and

Information Service has
sponsored chis program for chc
lase 17 years, said Misti Farler,
director of adult education and
voluncccr coordinator for SACIS.
Participants in chc march will be
given candles co light as chcy walk
through campus.
"Our main purpose ofche march
is co help spread chc message chat
we wane violence against women,
children and men to end," Farler
said. The program startS with a
prcscncacion where survivors of
sexual violence will have a chance
to read poetry to speak out against
chcir abusen.
11

SEE IUICI, PAGE 1
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Members of Delta Zeta celebrate a victory after a showdown against Lambda Chi Alpha in the Dirty Dodgeball event hosted by
Lambda Alpha Delta Wednesday.

Greeks.play dirty dodgeball
By Wendy Downing
Staff Correspondent

Members of several fraternities and
sororities from around campus played a
dirty game of dodgeball Wednesday co raise
money for CASA.
CASA is a local organization that
advocates for the best interests of abused
children in Coles County.
"I want to bring awareness to CASA
because it's a great organization that people
don't know about," said Ingrid McCallister,
president of Lambda Alpha Delea.
The event generated more than the
honors fraternity's goal of $500 by raising

Kappa Delta," said Rachel Cronholm, a
$750 co help CASA.
The game was simple: Throw water sophomore physical education major.
balloons or sponge balls covered with
No major injuries occurred when playing
chocolace syrup and honey ar che opposing on the slippery tarp, although a few people
ream. This was to be done while atcempting did walk away with bruises.
to stand on a carp covered in oil and
Whenever someone fell on the tatp,
cheers followed.
chocolate syrup.
In the finals, Sigma Phi Epsilon cook
The rules were the same as in regular
dodgeball. When someone gets hie, he or she on Delta Zeta. Sigma Phi Epsilon left che
is out. Ifa ball gees caught, then che thrower event victorious, and the Delta Zeta girls
is our. No one could cross over the middle left happy. Bue everyone who participated
line, and if chey went ouc of the boundaries, left dirty.
Sarah
Richardson, a sophomore
they were out.
For many, this event was a way to meet psychology major, said her favorite part of
new people.
the event was "getcing dirry and meeting my
"It's a fun way to meet che new girls of new sisters."
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Comments

I NOTEBOOK

Contact any ol lhe abcwe staff members you believe 'fOAJ' information is relevant
to at their provided e-mal address.

Fiber artists to visit Tarble Arts Center
Fiber artists Joan Livingstone
and Amy Honchell will talk about
their artwork on display at the
Tarble Arts Center as part of the
exhibit titled, "The Body in Fiber."
The night begins with a
reception before the lectures, which
begin at 6 p.m. today at the center.
Large pieces of felt smched
together to resemble skin graphs
and body limbs comprise Migrations,
Livington's piece.
"I am interested in abstract
forms that reference the body as
both organ and skin, emphasizing
the role that memory and the
sensual play in provoking an
awareness of body language," she
said.
Livingston has served as the
chair of the Department of Fiber
and Material Studies at The School
of the Art Institute, where Honchell
received her master's ot fine arts.
Honchell's work also imitates
skin.
"The largest organ of the
human body, [skin] inspires me as
a complex site of interchange ...,"
she said.
Her work, titled "True Skin is
Highly Vascular and Sensitive" is
made of several synthetic fabrics
that are stretched and tacked to
resemble a hide being tanned.

I SSO per semester, $30 lor summer, 595 a.II year.

I Tips

Eastern Jazz groups to
perform first concert

Eastern's jazz performance
groups will perform their first
concert at 7:30 p.m. tonight
in the Grand Ballroom in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Several student soloists will
be featured.
Selections will range from
big band classics such as Duke
Ellington's "Caravan" to modern
small group jazz.
Performing groups are The

Jazz Lab Band, Combo I, the Jazz
Ensemble, Combos II and Combos
Ill.

Admittance is free.
Call 217-581-6628 for
transportation or venue information.

You may also ca! 581-7942 or visit the student pOOllcatlons newsroom at 1811
BuuatdHalL

Corrections
The Daly Eastern News is convnitted to aroxacy in its rom-age of the news. f.nf
factual error the staff finds, or is made aware of by its readers. irif be corrected
on this page as promptly as possible.

To aid The Daly Eastern News in its quest Jor acaracy, ~ report any lactual
error you find in any ed'llion of The Daily Eastern News by~ phone, campus
mal or in person.
DEleic@gtMil.com
DBIMwsdell~mail.com
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Lantz Arena
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I ACTIVITIES

Speaker to spruce ·dreary halls
By Kristina Peters
J\ctr.ities Reporter

Interior designer Claire Berger
said dorm rooms or apartments
should give scudencs comfort and
pride but are often left stark.
One person can win a chance
co have Berger, who was born in
Chicago and is a graduate of Illinois
Stace University, makeover rheir
room ac University Board's "Extreme
EIU - Makeover Edition."
"Just because you are in college
you don't need to live wirh white
walls," said UB Chair ]C Miller.
Ac 7 p.m. Sacurday in che
University Ballroom in rhe Marcin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
srudencs will receive a raffle to win

CAMPUS

rhe makeover by Berger as well as a
chance for other prizes.
Thirteen prizes like rugs, srereos,
lamps and pictures will be given
away.
"Electronically, it's going co be
huge," said Kacie Skaggs, UB special
evencs coordinator.
While students wait to see if
they won, Berger will give srudenrs
tips on how co organize and update
small areas with simple ideas.
"Ic's a great way co learn how co
manage your room," Skaggs said.
Miller agrees, adding rhat
whether you win a prize or not,
scudencs will learn decorating tips.
"Everyone who attends will be
calrulg something home with chem,"
she said.

Berger has visited many colleges,
where she has made over srudenc
rooms since she started rhe series
last school year.
"Ir's more purchase and place
than build and construct," she said.
She uses what she learned during
her television series "Fantasy Open
House" chat aired on the HG1V
nerwork and applies ic to help
srudenrs gain confidence abouc
where rhey live.
"(le is) a way to create a home
away from home," Berger said. "It's
been enormously gratifying for me
and rhem."
For Berger, who is a mother of
a college scudenr, redoing studencs'
rooms is a way for her to be a pare
of chac time in her child's life. She

also remembers her days as a college
scudent and che insecurities she
felt.
In the pasc, Berger has completed
rooms for srudenrs, moscly chose
on scholarships, who were without
sheets and hangers and only had
"the clothes on their back."
Berger gave them items lilce
rugs, bedding, pictures and lamps,
which will be given to whoever wins
at Eastern, co give srudents more
confidence.
"Those lirde luxuries give you a
sense of pride," she said.
Berger has bought some items
in advance for whoever wins, and,
depending on the student's likes
and dislikes, she will purchase the
rest in town.

I STUDENT GOVERNMENT

pelicereport
,, Theft:
- It was reported Sept. 20, that the
front license plate and bracket were
stolen from a 1998 Chevrolet while it
was parked in the Pemberton Hall lot.
- It was reported Sept. 20, that
a purple, 24-inch women's bike was
stolen from a bike rack east of the Life
Science Building.
- It was reported Monday that a
wallet and its contents were stolen from
a room in Andrews Hall.
Criminal Damage to Property:
- It was reported Sept. 17, that
the windshield of a 2000 Honda was
smashed while it was parked in the lot
on campus at Ninth and Garfield streets.
- It was reported Sept. 17, that the
front passenger side window and door
of a vehicle was damaged while it was
parked in the lot on campus at Ninth
and Garfield streets.
- It was reported Sept. 17, that
the windshield of a 1998 Ford was
smashed while it was parked in the
lot on campus at Ninth and Garfield
streets..
Hit &Run:
- It was reported Sept. 21, that
a 1999 GMC was struck by another
vehicle while it was parked on Seventh
Street on campus.

o campus
TODAY
Career Network Day
Time I 10 a.m.
Location I Grand Ballroom
University Union
More info I 581-2412
EIU Unity Brown Bag Lunch
I noon

Time

EllC HILTNER I THE DAILT EATERll llEWS
Student senate members Jeff Lange (right) and Rich Higginbotham (left) race to table a bill during the Student Senate meeting in the ArcolaTuscoJa Room in the Mar tin Luther King Jr. University Union on Wednesday evening. The senate tabled three items, including two regarding
·
University Board funding and will vote on them at next week's meeting.

Study Abroad Info Session
Time I 4p.m.
Location I 1207 Blair Hall
More info I 581-2767
Communication Studies New Student

Orientation
Time I 5 p.m.
Location I Coleman Hall P.oom 1721

Senate tables financial allocations

EIU Jazz Groups
Time I 7:30 p.m.
Location I Grand Ballroom,

University Union
By Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

There was little discussion at rhe
Wednesday Studenr Senate meeting
as rhree proposals were tabled until
next week's meeting when they will
be voted on.
Senate member Shawn Ready
said he was not pleased with the
amounr of discussion char was given
to the three bills.
"I think it's stupid that we are
not discussing ir (proposals)," Ready
said. "We (Scudenr Senate) vote on
ic next week, and last year we talked
about legislation the week before,
too."
Two of the proposals were

for an additional $10, l 00 for development of the Doudna Fine have been showing up and rhac a lot
Homecoming.
Arcs Center, his supporr for the of good feedback has been received
Abouc half of chac will reimburse academic departments, and the so far.
the University Board lecrures renovations of Blair Hall a&er a
"Every student is saying more
account for the appearance of 2003 fire.
patrolling police officers," Anderson
"Saved by the Bell" scar Dennis
Student Body President Sean said.
Haskins.
Anderson addressed the Srudenr
"l~ Greek Court they would
The rest will go towards sumo Senate on the appointing of really like to see at 12:00, 1:00, 2:00
wrestling suits, inflatable games for himself ro rhe Presidential Search more pacrolJing just to feel safer," he
the picnic and other coses.
Committee, during his executive added.
"I hope the senators will gee rheir report.
Another proposal ro transfer
questions answered," said Srudenr
He said he was dependable and money from a University Board
Senate Speaker Kent Ohms.
did not have a political agenda.
account to another account to pay
The Scudenr Senate unanimously
"I ran for Srudenr Body for scudenc bands that don't attend
passed a resolution recognizing President, because I had a vision for Eastern was also tabled. The next
President Lou Hencken for his years this universiry," Anderson said.
Student Senate meeting is scheduled
Anderson said char EIU Safety for 7 p.m. Wednesday in che Arcolaof service at Eastern.
The resolution highlighted Week is a huge success. He said rhac Tuscola Room in rhe Marcin Lurher
Hencken's leadership in the many more srudencs than expected King Jr. University Union.

Take Back The Night March
Time I 7 p.m.
Location I Campus Pond Pavilion

COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmaU.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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Fat is
the new
skinny
By Andrew Miller
Iowa State University

(U-WIRE) AMES, Iowa - Like many
ocher members of the male species, I
generally abhor shopping.
As such, my recem search for a pair
of jeans was full of fruscracion and
anguish; evidently these days it's nearly
impossible to find a decent pair of
29x32s - at lease on my miserly budget.
While rifling through rack after
rack of 42- and 44-inch-waisc panes, it
occurred co me char I may jusr be part of
a dying breed - skinny people.
lc's no secret chat obesity is on the
rise across the nation and the world. A
srudy by the group Trust for America's
Health found chat 52 percent of adults
nationwide are either overweight or
obese.
This change is reflected in even such
mundane activities as cloches shopping.
While plus-size scores are popping up
everywhere, several major retailers have
recently decided co stop offering petite
sizes for short or skinny women.
lc's no better for men, either. IfI
were a foot caller or 100 pounds heavier,
I could find plenty to wear in one of
several big and call sections, bur at 5 feet
9 inches, 145 pounds, I'm stuck. Where
are the scrawny and short sections?
The lack of options can lead to
drastic choices. Lase holiday season I
received some boxers chat were much
coo big, so I cook chem co che score for
an exchange. Imagine my surprise when
I discovered they were the smallest size
offered, forcing me co crade down for
boxers from che linle boys' section.
Perhaps, I'm being unreasonable
in my desire ro wear adults' clothing,
but I really chink a double scandard is
co blame. For reasons I feel no need co
disclose here, I happen co know char I
would wear a size 5 in women's jeans - a
size offered in more places chan men's
29-inch-waist jeans.
The issue of disease is a concern
across the world and the nation,
particularly Type II diabetes and heart
ailments. The former is popping up in
children ac alarming races and is also
a growing problem in nations coming
inco modernity. Societies such as India
are particularly vulnerable given their
history of malnourishment. While
obesity was once a status symbol - only
the rich and powerful could afford co
eac to excess - it is now possible for the
masses to obtain cheap calories.
lt can be hard co avoid gaining
weight, especially as a college student
who mainly subsides on the dining
service's buffet lines and Pokey Scix.
Plus, my small sire means chat I miss
out on some great deals. One restaurant
- in a promotion tided "Overweight?
Congraculacions" - offered a discount
equal to one-half the diner's weight in
kilograms, which would have given me a
measly 33 percenc off my meal.

•

QUfVleW

Eastern needs
to sell itself
ISSUE

I

Eastern can market itself
on more than just education
Eastern has always been known for its
acclaimed reputation as an education school.
Since Eastern's inception che reaching
program has been top priority, over the
years chis program has become one of the
mosc prestigious in the state - deli.nicely
something co be proud of.
Bue Eastern is much more than just
a school for teachers, and it needs co let
people know.
Our English departm~nc has professors
who are published and accredited authors.
Our journalism department has been
nationally accredited.
The athletic training department offers
a compeucive program chat provides
opporcunities for work in che field.
All of che different deparcmencs ac
Eastern are active and offer experience char
enhances education.
Hands on work and real life experience
set Eastern apart.
Being a mid-sized university, Eastern "is
large enough to count, but small enough to
care."
This gives students the opportunity co
cake advantage of the great pool of resources
chat are alJ around chem.
At a larger school students have the
resources, but get lost in the sea of people.
The professors at large universities simply
cannot cater co their students the way chat
they do at Eastern.
Without the sccess of a lecture hall full of
scudencs, professors are able co be more laid
back and caring.
It seems char the door of an Eastern

FEATURED BLOGGER

professor is always open, and chey are people
who you can befriend.
Nor only does Eastern offer all of these
fine programs, we seem to offer something
extraordinary at Eastern.
Our deparunents work cogether in order
co provide the best program chac is possible.
For example, the geology department
works in conjuncrion with WEIU and the
communications departmenc co produce
meceorologiscs who have an edge, and the
biology department works with the college
of education co provide pristine .biology
teachers.
There are new up and coming changes
chat continue co show how proaccive
Eastern is. Once construction is complete,
the Doudna Fine Arts building will attract
artists co Eastern in the form of professors
and scudencs from across the coumry.
The criminology minor char started chis
semester and the new nursing program will
bring a new aspect co the university.
The adminisccacion should realize rhat
Eastern has all of these things co offer and
ucUize chem co recruit the best possible
students and promote che university.
Eastern should no longer be seen as a
"reaching college" but rather ic should be
recognil.Cd as a place where a wide array of
learning opportunities is made available.
This will nor only diversify Eascern's
population, but, by becoming a more
intricate university, it will strengthen the
learning environment.

.. . .. .

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

I KRISTEN LARSEN
"A year and $185 million in repairs later, the
Saints showed how sports still brings people
together. The pre-game show was more like
Mardi Gras with fans showing their black and
gold jerseys, painted faces, flags and signs."

'Mad Money'
is mad funny
H e shouts, he throws things, he
carries a baseball bac and he rapidly
paces back and forth.
And no, he's not being arrested for
disturbing the peace or anything like
chat.
H e is Jim Cramer, an expert in scocks
who has his own show on CNBC.
CNBC is one of chose channels chat
the average college student has beard of
and has flipped through before, but bas
never bad the urge co stop there. Cramer
doesn't see !t char way.
His show is called "Mad Money" and
is on every weeknight at 5, and replayed
at 8 and 11 p.m.
Though his fast-paced, out-·of-conccol
show doesn't necessarily fir in with the
.rest of the CNBC lineup, CNBC knows
they have something good.
Recently Cramer appeared on "Late
Night with Conan O'Brien" and is
traveling the country on his "Back co
School" tour in which he visits colleges
and hands ouc advice.
CNBC also knows what audience co
aim for.
Cramer is one of chose characters
that college students can find
entertaining regardless of content. He's
clever and funny and he knows what he's
talking abouc.
He has a cable of buttons char he
presses, each giving ouc a different sound
effecc.
The segment of the show where
Cramer is at his besc is called the
"Lighming Round." Thar's when he
cakes call after call and approves or
disapproves of a caller's stock choice.
Ifhe doesn't approve of a caller's
scock, he could press a buccon chat has
a sound bite of a booing crowd. One
button produces the "cha-ching" money
sound and he even has buttons chat cell
a caller co "buy, buy, buy" or "sell, sell,
sell."
On "Conan O'Brien," he cold Conan
char he'd rather be standing and yelling
than sining in a comfortable chair
talking with Conan.
What's so interesting abouc Cramer
is chat he cakes a usual boring topic like
stock advice and turns ic into a rockand-roll, high-intensity power hour of
programming - so much so chat CNBC
puts in on three times a day.
He is likely the next college icon
following che likes of Jon Stewart, Steve
Irwin, rest in peace and O'Brien himself.
On Sept. 20, he made a cour step
ac Boston College where the college
newspaper there, The Heights, held an
interview with him.
"BC srudenrs taught me a lot. They
caught me about how eager people are to
gee started," Cramer said about Boston
College.
"] intend co refocus my show along
these lines because of it."
Cramer graduated from Harvard in
1977 and Harvard Law School in 1984.
His flamboyancy and byperness is
just the thing stations like CNBC are
looking for co expand the age of the
audience.
I, for one, can scay locked in front
of the TV so entertained and amused
by bis antics and enjoy cbe show even
though I, pretty much, have no idea
what he's
talking
about.

Brian
O'Malley

Brian O'Malley
is a senior journalism major.
He can be reached at bpomalley@eiu.edu.
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The student eiecutive
vice president serves on
the hard of Trustees.
The Student Senate
can make resolutions
that recommend
courses of adion to the
administration

U

The Faculty
Senate, Council for
Academics Affairs
and the Council for
Graduate Studies
give faculty a
HJ in academic
decisions

e

e1r
The student vice
president for academic
affairs ads as a liaison
between faculty and
students

e

air

Eastern's presidential search is illuminating the
school's policy of shared governance, which tries to
make sure students, faculty and staff each get
BJ AshleJ Rueff

and che Boa.rd of Trustees make
decisions.
A Statement on Governmenc of
The process of forming che CoUeges and Universities created
Presidential
Search
Advisory by The American Association of
Commjnee from the campus University Professors breaks down
community is shining light on the how shared governance might be
nuts and bolcs of Eastern and irs use used ac a university.
of shared governance.
Ir says the governing boa.rd,
Board of Trustees chair Leo administration, faculty, students
Welch announced chat 17 people and others a.re all dependent on one
would serve on the committee, another, dictating a need co work
including administration, faculty, cogcchcr.
staff, studcntS and members of the
"The principle of higher
C harleston community, deliberately education is thar we sort of do
creating a diverse committee char things in collaboration wich each
will practice shared governance in other," said Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic affairs.
che search process.
Eastern, like most universities, "People ac Eastern a.re invited to
practices shared governance, which participate and do participate quite
allows input from all areas of a lot."
campus to help the administration
Councils,
committees
and
Senior UnivefSily Reporler

senates abound on campus full said Pac Fewell, CUPB chair
of interested members who wanr and Secondary Education and
to make an impact in university Foundations deparcmcnt chair.
decisions.
"lf faculty members choose to
"'The faculty voice in academic participate, chey can run for office,"
decisions is pretty significant," Lord he added.
said.
She feels that the administration
The Faculty Senate, Council for does a good job of listening to the
Academic Affairs and the Council advice of university constituencies
for Graduate Srudics arc all meant and using it to make decisions.
"I think we have more
co give faculty a say in academic and
faculty issues.
opportunity for shared governance
"Their voice is to put words than some other institutions," she
around chc faculty concerns at che said.
momcm," Lord said.
And students have a large share
Another enriry ar the university of that opportunity to participate.
included in Eastcrn's shared
"Students arc included in every
governance is the Council on decision-making group on chis
University Planning and Budgets.
campus," Lord said. "The studcnr
"I do chink faculty members voice at Eastern is very active. When
have an opporrunity for shared you cake chem seriously, they rake
governance on a variety of levels," themselves seriously."

Now Leasing Spring '07
niversity
illage
•Free Parking
•Free Shuttle service
•New Construction
•No Stairs to climb
•Huge Yards-we Maintain
•Furniture Available

3 Bedroom Duplexes
& 4 Bedroom Houses

6month

leases auailable
Jan l st 2007!

are
Srudenr Body Presidcnr Scan
Anderson said everything chc
Student Senate docs has to do with
creating recommendations for an
ulcimacc decision co be made by
anocher parry.
For as long as he has been at
Eastern, the recommendations have
always been seriously considered by
the adminisrrarion, he said.
"We play a big role in helping
(chc administration) find out what
rhc students' wants and needs a.re,"
Andcrsonsaid. "Studcmgovcrnment
plays a big role (on campus), and I
chink chat's because they allow us an
equal share in shared governance."
As the search for a new president
conrinucs, rhc practice of shared
governance will be pur co the test
as all these constituencies work
together for che greatest good.
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CAMPUS I LATINO HERITAGE MONTH

Movie illustrates
world marriage
Professor presents
film about traditional
marriage in Argentina
By Kaitlyn lonkar
Staff Correspondent

Couples planning to wed in
Argentina can expect twice the
celebration and none of the ring
shopping.
Vanessa Landrus, a native of
Argentina and a Spanish instructor
at Eastern, presented a movie
Wednesday night in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Universiry Union
and talked about marriage in
Argentina as part ofLarino Heritage
Month.
"The celebration has changed a
lot in the past 30 years. From my
mother's generation to mine, many
things are different," Landrus said.
"In the old generation, people were
gerring married from the ages of 18
co 25. Now they are getting married
in late 20s, maybe even 30s."
The engagemenc period is
the same in America as it is in
Argentina. The average period lasts
two or three months. One thing
that is different is the proposal.
"There is no formal asking of the
hand in marriage, and there is no
diamond ring." Landrus said. "Some
of the traditional customs that
we are used to, such as the bride's
parencs paying for the wedding
or the groom's parenrs buying a
new house, are not customs chat
Argentineans are used co."
Another major difference is
chat divorce is socially acceptable.
About one ouc of chree couples
are divorced, she said. Sarne sex
marriages also are allowed.
"The capital of Argentina,
Buenos Aires, was the fuse Latin
American city co allow chis (same
sex marriage)," Landrus said.
Like in the Unfred States, newly
wed couples wait a few years before
having children.
"Many married couples wait
about three years to have children
because of the deterioration of
money," Landrus said. "They don't
want the formal, social or legal
pressure chat marriage and family
entails."
After Landrus talked about the
specifics of marriage in Argentina,
she started the movie "Son of the
Bride," which gave examples of how

marriage is thought of and played
out.
· In Argentina, there are
ceremonies, she said. The 6rsc one is
on a Friday. le is a civil ceremony in
the courthouse followed by a small
gathering of family and friends, she
said.
The second is on a Saturday.
This ceremony is more familiar to
Americans.
le is a large celebration in a
Catholic Church followed by a big
parry, she said.
The husband in the movie wan red
to give bis wife a Catholic ceremony
because the couple never had the
traditional second ceremony. But
his wife had Alzheimer's disease,
so he wanted to make her happy
before she forgot everything.
"The movie helped give me a
better understanding of the cuJrure
in Argentina," said Christy Kelley,
a freshman political science major.
"I thought it was couching how
the father in the movie wanted
nothing but to please his wife with
a Catholic ceremony even though
she was ill."
"Son of the Bride" helped
to connect the Latin American
traditions with American ones.
"I was excited to see chat some
of the customs were different, but I
thought their customs were unique
·and very interesting," Kelley said.

rwo
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Language professor Vanessa Landrus gives a presentation Tuesday
night comparing and contrasting weddings in the United States and
in Argentina in the Charleston-Mattoon Room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
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Single Scramble Coming October 12th
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Charleston, IL.

BIG BOTTLES
RUM BUCl<El:

KISS E$Functions?
Restaurant & Catering

SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY
345-7427
7th & Madison
across 7th Street from the
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www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready
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~
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find allegations of hazing.
"We did noc find che chapter in
violarion of hazing," Dudolski said.
When a student participates
in a party like chat, even if it's off
campus, he or she noc only violates
the city law, but also the Code of
Conduct at Eastern.
Because of char, the Office of
Judicial Affairs will contact students
involved wirh the party.
Individual punishments will
vary, Dudolski said, probably
depending on each scudent's
previous involvement with judicial
affairs.
"When we are aware of an
incident off campus char involves
EIU srudenrs, che Code enables
our office to follow up with chose
srudencs through our procedures,"
said Robyn Paige, judicial adviser at
the Judicial Affairs Office.
The Srudent Affairs Office
will work closely with Alpha Phi
to monitor sanctions and make
sure the women benefit from
their experience, said Dan Nadler,
vice presidenr for srudenc affairs.
Nadler said he was pleased
with the cooperation level with
the university, Alpha Phi, alumni
and national Alpha Phi office in
Evanston.
"It's very unfortunate char the
incidcnr occurred," Nadler said.
"Now the issue is how they can
learn from this mistake so it never
happens again."

n Probation
FROM PAGE 1

Dudolski said he will work
with Alpha Phi and its plan co hose
programs chat educate members
about alcohol and risk management
and promote healthy lifestyles.
The women have also chosen
to do community service in
Charleston as a way of giving back
to the community.
Because of the fines from the
city, university officials and Alpha
Phi members decided che monetary
fines were enough, and no addi clonal
fines will be issued.
Citations for underage drinking
cost around $250 per person,
according to the Charleston Police
Department.
The residencs who hosted the
party were also issued cirations for
gift or sale to a minor and sale of
alcohol without a permit. These
ticket fines are significantly more
than a drinking ticket.
Dudolski said he is proud of
Kelly O'Malley, president of Alpha
Phi, for handling the situation.
"She faced the adversity,"
Dudolski said.
O'Malley is trying co correct the
situation and hdp the women in
her sorority, he said.
Dudolski also addressed the
hazing rumors and said he didn't

rural problem. One of the main reasons chat meth

» Chance
FROM PAGE 1

Offenders, despite how often they meet with the
Drug Court, must meet with their probarion officer
and be drug tested every week, Shick said.
To graduate Drug Court, offenders muse undergo
residenrial and oucpatienc rrearmenc, be employed
and sober for a year, have a high school diploma and
parcicipate in a community service project, Shick
said.
The cncire process usually takes berween a year
and 18 months, said Barbara Smith, vice president of
che Coles County Meth Awareness Coalition.
"At the end, rhe charges are reduced orwirhdrawn,"
Smith said.
Of che 38 parcicipancs, three or four have been
failures, Shick said.
Of chose who pass, 7 co 20 percenc end up with
future drug charges compared to 40 ro 60 percent
who go straight co prison without going through the
program.
Shick said the program targets the addiction, not
the person, making it more effective in the long run.
Dcug Court also saves taxpayers money. Instead
of spending $25,000 to $30,000 co keep offenders
locked up, they spend$ 1,000 to $3,000 on court fees.
This is because the majority of the fees are paid by rhe
participants themselves because chey are required co
get a job, Shick said.
While Drug Court helps people with all rypes of
drug problems, the majority are mechamphetamine
related.
"Ar one point (Coles County) was leading the
country in mech lab arrescs," Smith said.
To chis day, 70 co 80 percent of the 200 or so drug
charges a year in Coles County are mech related,
Shick said. Smith also noted chat mech is mostly a

MISTI FARLER I SACIS

•~ March
FROM PAGE 1

"Some of the poecry is sad, and some of it is angry," Farler
said. "le can be very difficult for the reader co speak in from of
a large group, but it has therapeutic qualities also.
uFor example, a survivor's abuser wants nothing more than
for his victim co remain silent about the abuse.
"This is a way for rhe survivor co reclaim their power over
their abuser."
The first known Take Back the Nighc march took place on
Nov 17, 1977, in San Francisco co procesc rape and pornography,
which che Women Against Violence in Pornography and Media
identified with the sexualized subordination of women. The

U-

"Some of the poetry is sad, and
some of it is angry. It can be
difficult for the reader to speak in
front of a large group, but it has
therapeutic qualities also."

marches were originally for women only, buc char requirement
is left up co local organizers.

is usually made, or "cooked," in "rhe middle of
nowhere" is the rancid smell mech labs produce.
"It's much harder to cook in Chicago because you
can't hide the smell," Smith said.
Shick also noted char cooking mech is relatively
inexpensive, and the ingredients can be found at WalMarc.
Mech is rhc most addicting of drugs - just one use
can make che user dependant on it - and it produces
the biggesr high.
"Those who have tried it say (the high) is 10 rimes
greater and last boucs longer than cocaine or any
ocher drug," Shick said.
The Coles County Meth Awareness Coalition wiJI
hose a Drug Court Celebration and Open House
ac 3 p.m. in Courtroom No. 1 at rhe Coles County
Courthouse. The focus today, however, will not be on
the offenders but inscead wilJ provide an educational
ouclcc for chose who don't know chat much abouc
meth and Drug Court.
"When we started doing workshops I was amazed
at how lictle people knew about what a lab looks like,
smells like and how dangerous they are," Smith said.
Smith also said she hopes that the proceedings
with help the community gain a good understanding
of how the Drug Court process works.
"Many think Drug Court is too lax. We want them
co underscand ic is a difficult process. Some can't do ir
and rake their jail term," Smith said.
The festivities will begin with a graduation
ceremony chat will honor four participants who
completed Drug Court. Following the ceremony
participancs, will be able to observe a mock Drug
Court proceeding and ask the committee questions.
The nexr meeting for the coalition is at 4 p.m.
Tuesday in the Education Center at Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center. The meeting is free and open
to the public.

"Last year we had approximately 450 people attend the
march," Farler said. "Each year, rhankfully, the attendance gees
better and beccer."
Anyone who wishes ro support the event is encouraged co
attend, including faculry, staff and community members.
The program will begin at 7 p.m. at rhe Campus Pond
pavilion.
Parricipancs will begin marching north at 7:30 on Fourrh
Screec co Lincoln Avenue then in &one of Old Main and
down Seventh Street, through the Library Quad and back co
the pond.
"It is very moving and powerful to sec all the groups,
individuals, sororities and fraternities, spores teams, faculty,
staff and community members gather in one place for a
common goal," Farler said.

Spring & Summer '07

Internships!
Walt Disney World,
Orlandof Florida

Meet with recruiters at
Career Network Day on 9/28/06!
Informational Sessions
1. TODAY@5:00 pm
Roberson Auditorium-Lumpkin Hall
2. TOMORROW @12:00 pm
Effingham Room-Union

Must atte11d Informational Session to secure an interview.

All Majors Welcome.
For detailed information about Disney Internships,
visit: www.wdwcollegeprogram.com
Sponsored by Career Services
1301 Human Services Center, 581-2412
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Gunman commits suicide
at Colorado high school

TRAINING TO FIGHT IN A TOURNAMENT

n En garde
FROM PAGE 1

"One of the most interesting parts
of che SCA is 'events.' our word for the
time:; when we put on our medieval
clothing. go out and dance those dances
we've been practicing, Ain, ear, talk and
generally have a good time," MarresonHughes said.
The group has about 20 or more
people in Eastern's local chaprer.
Since 1966, the Society for Creative
Anachronism, lnc., has grown ro
include over 30,000 paying members
in the U.S., Canada, United Kingdom,
Sweden, Finland, Germany, Italy,
Greece, Romania, Japan, New Zealand,
South Africa and Australia.
"Many of us guess that for every
dues-paying member, there are several
ocher active participants (over 80,000),"
Matteson-Hughes said.
The local chapter is in the Middle
Kingdom, which covers Michigan,
Ohio, Indiana, illinois, Scott County
in Iowa, and northern Kentucky. The
Middle Kingdom expands imo Canada
in Essex County and Windsor in
Ontario.
To get involved in this social
organizarion, potential members can
show up to a meeting or concacr Cass
Strong by e-maHing her at ladycas2@
yahoo.com.

In order to participate in a tournament, a fighter must go through training due to the
possibility of being injured.
Sports activity always carries with it the possibility of injury. Just like any other athlete
in an organized sport, members interested in combat reenactment train and practice.
Before being allowed to participate in combat without dose supervision, each fighter
is trained by senior fighters. known as "marshals." This training aims at ensuring that the
fighter is safe to himself or herself and to others, and typically lasts a few months.
As part of this training, the novice fighter is taught how to recognize a "good" blow.
Each fighter judges whether blows received in combat stnke hard enough to do injury
through armor. If the blow 1s "good" to an ann or leg, the fighter will give up use of
that limb; if the blow is good to the head or body, the fighter 1s "dead," and falls to the
ground, signaling that his opponent 1s victorious.
At the end of training, each fighter must prove to a panel of marshals that he is
competent to fight on his own. If the panel decides the fighter 1s safe (not necessarily
good, but unlikely to hurt him or herself or an opponent) they authorize that person to
fight in tournaments.
This process from starting to fight to being authorized can take from a couple of
months to a year or more.
- Jeri Matteson-Hughes, member of SA.A

"Like many college-age young or Buck-skinning re-enactrnenc groups
people, I joined che SCA as part of . thac were beginning co form in the US,"
a university chapter, 31 years ago," she said.
Hughes-Matteson said.
At the meetings, the group researches
le started in 1966 in Berkeley, Calif., the time period, combat reenactment
by a group of science fiction and fan easy training, clothing design, embellishment
fans wbo wanted a theme parry, she and construcrion, crafts, and planning
said.
preparation for event participation.
"Following che party, a group
"The local chapter usually meets
got cogether co discuss the idea of a twice monthly for workshops, with
medieval re-creation and re-enactment additional sessions as requested for
group, which has ended up being much various activities," Marreson-Hughes
like the Civil War, Revolutionary War said.
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green.
Spring Break 2007 Celebration.
20th Anniversary w/ Sun Splash
Tours. Free trip on every 12
before Nov.1
Free meals &
parties, hottest deals ever. Group
discounts on 6+. Hottest Spring
Break Destinations 1-800-4267710 or www.sunsplashtors.com

Roses are red, pickles are
Pizza's a holler, Joey's a scream.
Joey's, Joey's, Joey's We deliver
all day, every day. 345-2466
10/4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9127

Fashion Retailer.
Exciting
Career Opportunity. Maurices is
looking for a dynamic, energetic
person to become part of our
iash1on team. We are seeking an
individual who is interested in the
career opportunity oi: Part Time
As\tstant Manager. Management
candidates must have previous
rPt.lll experience and the ability
to create sales and motivate s.1les
,1ssoc1atE..-s. This position require
customer service experience
and 1nvulvc day, evening. and
WL>ekend hours.
Maurices
offers
you
comprehensive
trammg. generous associate
discount, and the opportunity
10 101n a progressive. growmg
comp.111y with a proven record
of promotion from within. To
Apply for this position, stop
by Charleston Maurices store.

SPENCE'S
ON
JACKSON.
ACCEPTS DEBIT & VISA DROP
BY AND SEE ALL OUR COOL
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES!
OPEN TUE-SAT 1-5. 217-13451469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9128
EIU Students Reading Council
Scholaslic Book Fair Monday,
Seplt•mb<'r 25 through Tue!>day,
October J. Buzzard 1320. Thert.•
will be a book drawing on 0<;1.
3 for ALL 1hose who purchase
boo~.

_ _ _912'1
!SATURDAY
NIGHT!
Pro
\Vrestlmg m the Grand Ballroom.
l1c:kets only $10 at EIU Ticket
Office or at the door. Doors open
6:30p.m. Show al 7:30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9 I 2 9
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help wanted

$.30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

........
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help wanted

For more infonnation

about

Maunces visit our website at
www.maurices.com All Rephes
Confidential-EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/27
Chiropractic Asst. Needed M, W,F
from 7:30· 11 :30 Mattoon. Call
235-4664
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9n7

Brian's Place Nightclub, hiring
go-go dancers. Just dancing and
fun. $8 an hour. 2100 Broadway
Mattoon. 234-4151
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9129
EXPANDING OUR STAFF FOR
DELlVrRY

DRIVERS.

APPLY

IN PERSON AT JOEY'S 850
LINCOLN AVE BEFORE 1 lAM
AND AFTER.2PM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/4
TY.p Petaz, Inc., owners of
radio stations WCBH-WCRA·
WCRC located in Effingham,

UW!mJ

The New Rockome is hiring
wailers and waitresses for its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the Rockome office or on-line
at www.rockome.com. Return
applicalions in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14. Call
1217) 268-4106.
--~-----00

Advertising
Representative
Wanted: Fill out application CJ!
Student Publications Office in
Buzzard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

a

lost& found

lost Movie related VHS tape
To retrieve tape go to Old Mam
Room2010.
Lost One Gold Earing. Go tb
2010 m Old Mam to relrieve thi~
item
lost Pair of Black Reading
glasses Go lo Records OffKe m
Old Mam Rm 1220.

•

Illinois, is seekmg a confident,
upbeat, energetic and qualified • W.1nted: apartment male, great
locahon, great price, available
individual for the position Of
now. Rent your own room on 9th
Receptionist. Duties include, but ,treC't. females only. Call (217)
are not limited to: anwering busy 493·9234
phone lines, greeting the public,
compihng sat~ presentationv
packages, plus general oftKe
dulles.
1s

Computer experience

n~'C!ed.

~-------10/2

1 bedroom apartment. Available
Spring '07. S265/ month indude<.
water 348-6787.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/5

This is a full-hme

position,

M·F,

oft<>red.

Interested individuals

with

benC>fil'

may ~nd a resume 10: Mary
Phillips WCBHIWCRNWCRC
405 S Banker 1201 Effingham,
lllmo1s 62401 OR email to
mph1hpsCPcromwellrad10 com
~~-~----10/20

BAILEY, Colo. -A gunman
took six girls hostage at the
high school in this mountain
town Wednesday, using them as
human shields for hours before
he shot and fatally wounded
a girl and then killed himself
as a SWAT team moved in,
authorities said.
The gunman, believed to be
between 30 and 50 years old,
was cornered with the girts in
a second-floor classroom, and
he released four of them. one
by one.
Park County Sheriff Fred
Wegener said authorities
decided to enter the school
to save the two remaining
hostages after the man cut off
negotiations and set a deadline.
He said the gunman had
threatened the girls throughout
the four-hour ordeal and
had shielded himself with the
hostages.
The man was not
immediately identified, and the
sheriff was at a loss to explain
a motive.

rt'

for rent

torrent
Immediately-

Onl'

bedroom duplex Water and trash
included $32') per month. 348773 J,512-0334
_ _9!27

for rent

6bedroomhouseclosetocampus,

3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 3 car

3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms,

garage. No pets. 345-9267.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/29

washer and dryer. Available for

House for Rent Located at 16

the 06-07 school year for more

Polk St. Walking distance to
campus. 3 to 4 bedrooms. Call

info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088

217·663-9624
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/10

S bedroom house on 6th Street, 2

Available NOW! 2 bedroom

bath, Large bedrooms completely

duplex. W/D,garbage and water

remodeled new carpet.

included 2 people $275 each.

retrig<'rator. Enclosed back porch

Call 348-7733 or 512-0334
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/11

and dining room. Available for

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE

info www.poteelerentakcom or

TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO

Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator,

·-------00

~tove,

the 06·07 school year for more
217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Cl lOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ 00

AffORDABLE.

Park Place Apartments: 1 unit

UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112

available Immediately call ior

BATHS OFF STREET PARKING.

cle1a1ls. Conlad Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________

AVAIL IMMED large apt, I or 2

LADIES ARE YOU LOOKING
fOR HOUSING FOR 20072008. I have 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments and houses lor up
lo 7. Located Campus side ol
Lmcoln on 1st and 3rd street. Call
345-5048

person Central air, w/d, garage.
No

pets.

345·7286

www.

1william~rentals.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Ney, Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extl'l'ITlely Close to Campus.
Across

lrom

Lantz.

Fully

Furn1shccl.CallTodayforlowered

1430

112

9TH

ST.
4

VERY
BDRM

NO PETS. 348-8305

________

()()

()()

Available Oct 1st. One:br apt.
watcr&trash included, off-street
p..irking. $375/mo. Buchanan
Slrl'et Apt. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

34'i-'BS3.
_ _ _ _ 00

Ava1lahl()

rt}

Brand new home 2nd semester

R.11es. Gr.mtview Apartments.

V• '

The wounded girl was taken
to a Denver hospital in critical
condition, but was declared
dead, a hospital spokeswoman
said. She did not release the
girl's name. The last hostage
was unharmed and talking with
authorities.
After the suspect entered
the building, hundreds of
students at Platte Canyon High
School were evacuated in a
scene that recalled the horror
at Columbine, just a short drive
away.
Students said the bearded
suspect wore a dark blue
hooded sweat shirt and a
camouflage backpack.
The sheriff said the man
threatened to set off a bomb
he daimed to have in the
backpack. The man was also
toting a handgun.
Tom Grigg said his 16year-old son, Cassidy, was in
a dassroom when the man
walked in, fired a gun and
began telling some students
to leave and others - all girls
- to stay.

Lincolnwood Pmetree has 2&3
BR

Apt~

available ior second

Sffilcster Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ __........00

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING
TERM

2007.

DELUXE 4

BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO
UNIVERSITY AT 1426 7th
STREET 348-8406
_ _;....__ _ _ _ _ 00

_
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IUPUI own-goal gives Panthers win
The Panthers won their third
game 1n a row beating IUPUI
Wednesday night 2-0.
Eastern's defense shutout their
fifth opponent of the season, the
second consecutive!~
The Panthers (8-2) benefited
from an llRJI own goal off an Adam
Gartner tt.ow-il eartf 11 the fr'st
half. Head coach Adam Howarth said
Gartner wil most likely earn the assist
from the lt.ru mistake.
In the second half Mike lewis
scored his first goal of the season.
lewis scored an unassisted goal
in the final minutes.

Howarth said his team played
"a little panicky" towards the end
of the second hatt but his defense
"held on real tight."
Eastern now has two days off
until they open up Missouri Valley
Conference play Saturday at 1:30
p.m. in Springfield, Mo. againSt
Missoun State
Eastern is 111 first place in the
conference while the Bears (5-4-2)
are currently third in the seven
team MVC. The Panthers lost to
Missoun State 1-0 last season.

- Joe Waltasti

VOUEYBALL I NOTEBOOK

Staff Reporter

Maren
Crabtree
added
another feat co her multiple
achievements while ac Eastern.
The junior seuer moved up co
third all-cime for assisrs, passing
1989 graduate Donna Sicher.
"I knew ic was a matter of
time, I jusc didn'c know when it
would happen," head coach Lori
Bcnnecc said. "She's had a grear
career here so far."
• Crabtree, who has a career
cocaJ of 3,291 assists, now
has 569 a55im chis year. She
is averaging 11.61 assists per
game
"She should be able to (move
into first place) as she's gotcen this
fu in two years," Bennecc said.
As the primary setter, Crabtree
cams numerous ao;siscs each game,
easily ending with double digits ac
the end of the match.
Crabtree moved up in
rankings on Sacurday night
against
Tennessee-Martin,
earning 55 assists leading co a
team total of 60.
"I'm probably one of che
few that have set from their
freshman year till now so it's
co be expecced to be higher up
there," Crabtree said.
Along with chis ne-.vest
achievement, Crabcrec has rhe
cop rwo spots in assists per
game in a season. She also holds
the career record right now;
recording 13.28 assists per game
in cwo seasons.
This year, though, Crabtree
has had compccicion in practice
from red-shirt freshman Lauren
Schum;.
"Maren's been playing the
college game for two years longer
then Lauren and they both give
great things co the ccam," Bennett
said. "The competition from che
two of chem have definitdy been
making the ccam better."

Service errors send team to
seven-match losing streak
The Panthers already have
another streak going this
season.
However, ic is a srrcak the
ccam does noc wane.
Eastern has been on a sevenmatch losing streak since losing
to Western Illinois on Sepe. 9.
"We just need to be a little
more pacienc and work harder
co stay in our syscem," Bennett
said. "We have a loc of younger
players and we jusc need co
mature."
To help chis maturing process
outside of the games, the coaches

Waltasti

FROM PAGE 12

His fight ac Madison Square
Garden, che firsc of his professional
career, created a stir in cbe sporting
world that boxing had not done in
many years.
Boxing is also becoming an
afterthought because of the increased
interest
in
Ultimate Fighting
Championship and other forms of
mixed martial arcs.
Many would-be boxing fans have
succumbed to cheir video-game
induced attention-deficit disorder
and gore addiction and moved on to
UFC.

BOONDOCKS

Crabtree 3rd all-time
at Eastern in assists
By Adam Larck

H

While a referee in boxing will call
the bouc if a fighter loolu like he can't
defend himself anymore. che octagon
is not as friendly. A UFC fighter must
be choked ouc, knocked out or forced
co submit co a cap-ouc in order co gee
rhcwin.
Head to the Panther Paw (but I scill
call ic Stix:) during a Matt Hughes fight
and you can see how popular the spore
has become, especially on chis campus
since Hughes is an Eastern grad.
Boxing has always been considered
a violent sporr and calk to anyone thac
was pummeled by Mike Tyson and
rhey will assure you chat it is.
Bue, unbelievably, ic is not violent
enough.
Boxers often bounce around the

____....n~e

s

ring and hug it out like Ari Gold
after a few punches are thrown. The
fans crowded inco the Staples Center
and booed Grady Brewer and Stevie
Forbes because they wanced to see
more action.
They wanted to sec the blood
and the cakcdowns that arc so
commonplace in UFC.
We are living in a UFC world
these days, but maybe The Contender
can do for Brewer and boxing whac
American Idol did for Kdly Clarkson
and Ruben Studdard.
OK, maybe noc Ruben.
But boxing should certainly be
"Sorry for 2004" and all the other
years it has Ice itself become a secondclass sport co the general public.

I AARON McGRUDER

lHA1'S RIGllT! PEOPlE lll(E
YOU GIVE INTERRA(IAL
(0UPlES A ~AD

~11

YOU'RE lHE REASON WHY 81.AQ(
WOWN GIVE Wi EVIL l00KS 1 YOU
DAlEll Wi ONLY !1E<AOSE I WAS Wlllll
l'M NOT A PERSON TO YOU - l'M AN
ARM 'TROPHY. l'M YOUR PERFKT umE
'MlllE MR~IE OOU. lllE EPITOWi OF A
EUROPEAN STANOARO OF
~01Y 'THAT l(EEPS
W~ OF CClOR
SAAQ(LED Willi HNI
Sllf-ESlEEM. ANO YOU
CALL YOURSELF AN
ACl\'/IST?!!

I

M YOO !(NOW I REAllY LOVE
YOU FOR YOUR MOOESlY. MY
"'PERFKT EPITOME OF EUROPEAN
~EAUlY _..

have been working hard with the
team in practice.
The coaches give feedback co
the players while scrimmaging
and wacch videos of previous
performances.
"A lot of times they'll think
they're doing something the
right way and they're really not
and they can see chat on film," NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER
Bennetc said.
Junior oucsidc hitter Eliza
Zwenlcr also agrees on how helpful
~1RAl!AN l'l.~~?
tl-.'i ~~ V~C~\\ot-1 ~&t>..N
COP~...
..xr \J.lt>h fll..\\Jj:l..L..L'l. 1\JI;
the feedback is in practice.
\'Iii~ ~~Ot~<;. lt-l 'W':.
~O&L f'V-IU?
B'I C:PU...~,
P\AX\'Z~ PR\"U;. f~
"It's always good because
A~1'~fl..\...ll>N ~. "ffi£.N
PE.~~~pt;, 'IOIJ'D
'foO'~ ~\<;.11,\,
O\JTl::.1'[)..NQ\NC':r ~t>..L ~P~~
~ "10~ (.ON\~\i{~f_
L\\(J;.. TO \fl-\<.~
Mli-'M/I..
they know a lot abour ic (the
~P..t~W M.t;,. OO'Nt-1 \O
~ M.OM\;IJ\ \o
lt-J..l~\<.~ ..
problems) and are helping us co
~~t>.20 ~~ 1\1&..\R
~VI~ '(ou~
gee better," Zwercler said.
~\ C.O\l~i~t>
~.01>.IJ~
Against Murray State lase Friday,
l"R\-u;..
the Panthers had multiple screaks
of errors anacking, while being
hdd co a .105 hitting pen:emage
throughout the match.
"We'd have three serving
errors in a row, or just mindless,
silly errors char we don't
normally make," Bennen said.
"Against a ream like Murray.
who never gives you any breaks
with their defense, you jusc NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ
have to scay focused. We got
impadcnt against them and
44 Any of the dwarfs in
ACROSS
·snow White"
thought we had co do different
1 Archie Bunker's word
45 Geometrical finding
before "fatso·
things and went away from what
5 Spike in low temperatures 47 Merchandise ID
is working."
49 Tach readings
11
Sgt. Snorkel's dog
Eastern had been taken ouc of
51 Blush
their offc:nsivc playing sryle chis 15 Declined
53 Small business person
past weekend by both Murray 16 Like some mutual funds
57 Kind of question
17
Say
it
loud,
say
it
proud
Staie and Tennessee-Martin,
58 Sojourn
18
How
to
make
an
answer
Bennen said.
on •Jeopardy!"?
59 ·unfaithful"
One thing the Panthers have 21 Fighting Tigers of the
co-star, 2002
been working on in practice this
N.C.A.A.
61 Div. of Scotland Yard
week has been co stay in their 22 ~ Freed, the so-called
62 How the murderer kneels
Father of Rock and Roll
offensive sryle for longer during
in a whodunit?
23 Bread, for one.
rallies.
66 Autobahn sight
67 Frank's partner in the
Eastern plays a quicker.paced 24 Words of concurrence
comics
offense then most other schools 26 King's specialty?
68 Some pump it
and has a tendency co slow down 29 Classic group of 12
69 Margret and
31 Certain girder
their play.
H. A., creators of Curious
32
Some
journalism
grads.
"As rally's go on it's very
George
for short
easy co do that, jusc to be a
70 Bagpipe sounds
33 Sponsorship: Var.
liulc more safe rather than
71 Take-out order?
34 Poem title start
stay high-risk and fast," 37 Sydney's home: Abbr.
Bennccc said. "Slower is more 39 How to score in
DOWN
comfortable; slower is safer so
1 Cut off
basketball from close
Puzzle by Hlrvty Ell"
up?
just the natural tendency is to
2 Ion symbol
3 Ball field?
be more careful sometimes. 43 Decryption org.
4 Prefix with meter
19 •April Love• composer 47 Hullabaloo
What it needs co be is more
Sammy
48 Sneak peek, modem5 Like some
aggressive and that's just ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
crossings: Abbr.
style
20 Rears
something our ream needs co
6 Roomie
so
Beat in wrestling
25 Spars
get more comfortable doing."
7 Graff of "Mr
52 Got a load of
27 Suppress
Another problem chePanthcrs
Belvedere•
54 Romeo's nval
28 Dog treat
have had lately is dictating the
8 Chicken on a menu
55 Mount _ , Utah
30 Tofu base
pace of the macch.
9 Batting instructor
peak
35 Actor Jean-Claude
Instead of accacking first and
Charlie
56 Pee Wee of the big
Van
1o Early capital of
league
keeping the opponents off guard.
36 Group mailing tool
Macedonia
60
"Darn
it allr
che ceam has been playing more
38 Summer refuge
11 In base 8
63 Miss the mark
conscrvat ive.
40 Bodega setting
12 Red square
64 Winter product name
"\X'e sometimes sic and wait
41 [This is very
13 Drove (around)
prefix
annoying]
to see what the other team's going
14 One side in baseball
65
Nod, maybe
42 Tiger Beat cover
to do and then respond, when
negotiations
subject
we need to do a bercer concrol
46 Soother
than that," Bennccc said.

-GJ sports
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FOOTBALL I SCHEDULING

Big schools thinking small
Playing I-AA schools
becoming commonplace
for 1-A football teams
BJ Matthew Stevens
Sports lleporter

A nC\v crend in college football
scheduling has occurred throughout
che country over che past few
seasons.
Georgia opened its 2006 season
and its defense of its Southeastern
Conference Championship by
defeating I-AA Western Kentucky
48-12. After going 11-1 and
winning a bowl game last season,
TCU hosted I-AA California-Davis
in week cwo. A preseason Top 10
ranking didn't scop California from
scheduling tiny Pordand Scare
in week chrec and che defending
national champion Texas invited instate Sam Houston Seate to Austin,
Texas, in week four.
"I think chat when teams need a
home game, chey scramble to find
it," said Bill Little, Texas' Special
Assisranc co che Football Coach.
In face, 74 I-A schools have at
least one I-AA school on its 2006
~chedule, 34 of chem are 2005 bowl
teams and six of the I-AA schools
have already posted an upset
victory.
Eastern has scheduled a I-A
school every year since 1998 and
has played schools from the power
conferences such as K.ansa~ Scace.
Missouri and Illinois. This year's
Panthers schedule includes lllinois
and a trip to play Hawaii.
The Illini paid Eastern $250,000
for the effort and Hawaii is covering
the travel costs for the matchup this
Saturday.
"I think we understand chac
playing these money games is pare
of the deal but that doesn't mean we
don't go inco ic not trying co win,"
Eastern acting head coach Mark
Hutson said.
Some of che issues char have
caused powerhouse programs to
dip into che I-AA ranks are a 12th
game chat was recently insticuced,
che breaking of contracts, the
constant changing of the Bowl
Championship Series formula and
conference scheduling changes.

A 12th Game
In che summer of 200 l, the
NCAA announced ic would add
a l2ch game co all college foocball
schedules as a trial sicuarion.
This temporary and sudden
ruling allowed Eastern ro schedule
nationally ranked Kansas Scace and
make $250,000 from the Wildcat

program. Ac che same time, ocher 1-A
schools were forced co quicldy make
one-game deals wich I-AA programs
in order co fill its schedule.
"I think some schools are crying
co find che right mix of schools
char fit cheir philosophy," said Iowa
sports information director Phil
Haddy. "Many schools are in char
boar where chey don'c know whac
direction chey wane co go."
In 2005, che NCAA was so
satisfied wich che effeccs of che 12chgame experiment char chey made it
official on a regular basis starring in
2006.
"I chink people thought
char l 2ch game would create a
Oklahoma-Alabama march up bur
that's not what happened,'' said
TCU director of media relations
Mark Cohen. "Coaches want wins,
achlecic directors want wins and
chac's whac makes chose Texas-Ohio
Stace games so rare."
Mose programs decided co fill
chat dace with a I-AA program in
order to guarancee a home game
char chey could make money on
and enswe being one win closer co
being bowl eligible.
"We felt like we have a great
game-day atmosphere and venue so
ir was in ow best interest co go char
way," said Georgia associate achlecic
director Arthur Johnson. "We
couldn't find a cougher team co play
without making che return trip."
Johnson is in charge of football
scheduling for che Bulldogs
program.
The Panchers beneficed from
the l2ch game because it allowed
Eastern director of achletics Rich
McDuffie co negotiate another I-A
game into its 2006 schedule.
An NCAA rule allow~ a ream
char schedules Hawaii to ~chedule
an exrra game.
"It's che NCAA's way of crying ro
help Hawaii and Alaska schools in
cermsofscheduling games," Hawaii's
Arhlecic Direccor Herman Frazier
said when ic was announced.
The dose relationship between
McDuffie and Frazier, led co che cwo
schools coming co che agreement.
"le was pretcy much a handshake
deal that materializ.ed in che span of
24 hours," Frazier said.
Portland State, a I-AA football
program ouc of che Big Sky
Conference, managed co schedule
three I-A games in 2006 (New
Mexico, California and Oregon),
receive $1 million in contracts and
goc an opening-week 17-6 win over
New Mexico.
"That game wich (New Mexico)
was signed before I goc there hue
ic's a way for us to pay che bills and
that's a face of life," Portland Scace

ongratu attons to t e
Ladies of SIGMA KAPPA
With Outstanding Grades For FALL 2006!
~

Brin.any Barker
Jen Demond
Cassie !~cs
Kristin Lebling
Kalle Miquelon
Jill Nowak
fiffany Pavesic
Jessica Punzo
Amanda Tolson
Knsun Ungar

J.22:.J..S
Jackie Andrews
Kayla Bryan
Alell Dorobiala
Ashley Egley
Kelly Goodpaster

Jenna Lucio
Counney McElwce
Stephanie Mounce
Knsun Mueller
Kam Nussmcyer
Kiley O'Brien
Colleen O'Connell
Nicole Obo1kovitz
Kari Jo Ovemcker
Leshe Parker
Molly Pine

Eastern's I-A
opponents since ·2001

2001 ·San Diego State L 40-7

Since all che schools are aware
of a full schedule, being 12 games
from now on. their may be more
consistency in che schedule-making
over che next couple of years.
"Now rhac (chc l 2ch game) is
a way of life, we can plan ahead
into futwe schedules," I.SU spons
information
director Michael
Bonnette said. "We won't wane to
make the I-AA thing an annual
ching but once in a while, yes."

Inconsistency in BCS

2002 - Kansas State L 63-13

m

2003 ·Missouri l 37-0

[£]
2004 - Eastern Michigan W31-28

achletic director Teri Mariani said.
Ponland Stace is currently
pursuing games against Kansas,
Wisconsin or Auburn for 2007.
Each school has awarded at
lease $600,000 for a single game
appearance fee chis season.
New Hampshire, Souchern
Illinois, Richmond and Montana
St.ate all beat I-A schools from
BCS-affiliaced
conferences
{Norchwescern, Indiana, Duke,
Colorado).

The Bowl Championship Series
was created in 1997 co consistently
march the top cwo teams
annually co play for che national
championship.
The formula for che rankings
has changed nearly every year.
The BCS commircee has done
chis in the hopes of eliminating
controversy in the selection for che
tide game. Playing a I-AA opponent
will lower a school's screngch of
schedule ranking but chat element
has decreased importance since che
2005 revisions.
"Some years it will affect che
BCS and now it doesn't whatever,"
Little said. "It's always confusing to
tell whecher ic counted or nor and
how much."
"To be honest, playing a I-AA
isn't going co hun you," Cohen
said. "If we win out. we'll be there
competing for a BCS-bowl in che
end.
The schools from che larger
conference can rely on cheir league
schedule for solid opponenrs and
not have co worry about who they
beat early in che year.
"We are alway) confident chat
che rigorous SEC schedule we play
wilt balance our whoever we play
outside che league," Bonnette said.
In some instances, che conference
dates will limit the options of che
bigger schools.
For example, che Pacific Ten
Conference mandated in 2006 that
all reams would play each ocher. The
new ruling made for a nine-game
conference schedule and reduced che
amount of non-conference games
from che normal four co three.
"The Pac Ten football schedule
has created several problems," said
Arizona spom information director
Richard Page. "I don't know why
they did chis but chat's why you see
Oregon playing a conference game
in Stanford on the opening week."

Truth, Ues and Scheduling
Every off-season a number
of schools break legal concracu
wich other institutions and until
recently didn't have co pay financial
compensacion.
"I get a lot of calls ac Portland
Seate from I-A schools when
somebody cancels on chem,"
Mariani said.
The only reason Eastern got its
firsr game with Hawaii in 2002
was Arizona declined ics previously
agreed upon contract. The Wildcats
administration cited financial
concerns over a low number of
alumni wanting co make che crip co
Hawaii in early September.
"Ic's hard to gee people excited
about going co Hawaii in September
when they can just stay in Tucson."
Page said.
The Universicy ofillinois broke a
home-home contract wich Oregon
after scheduling chem in che mid
1990s for later in che decade but
once the Ducks became a national
power, the Illini pulled out playing
rhem on rhe road in a hostile
environment known as che Aucun
Zoo.
Georgia's achletic department
confirmed rhey had a "major I-A
school" back our of a contract for
it's season opening Sept. 2 date
but would not comment on which
school.
"This is honestly a relationship
business and a unfortunate part
bur it's something we can't control,"
Johnson said. "We have bigger
buyouts co make it rougher but if a
school gees a coaching change, they
probably need an easier schedule."
The contract breaking even
occurs ac che I-AA level.
"We had a game secured and
locked up with Grambling State and
they pulled out in early March," said
Mark Cohen, TCU media relations
director.
Southern Illinois had played
Ohio Valley Conference foe
Soucheast Missouri annually since
1993 canceled its 2006 game chat
was supposed to be in Carbondale.
The Salukis were forced to
schedule Division II Lockhaven.
"(SEMO) just decided they
didn't wane to play us anymore,"
SIU director of media relations
Tom Weber said. "We'd actually like
to play a rivalry wich Eastern every
year to make up for chat open date
but gotten no response back."

Be the architect of YOUR career success at:
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» Walters
FROM PAGE 12

Bellantoni said he can see Walters being
better chan Loche, who signed a free-agent
concracr wich che Sc. Louis Rams l:m May.
He also said Walters can be better than
Illinois Srate's Brem Hawkins.

Hawkins was the 2005 Gateway Defensive
Player of the Year, had 17-and-a-halfsacks and
was a fifth-round draft pick of the Jacksonville
Jaguars in April.
"I can see him being a lot better than
(Hawkins)," Bdlamoni said. "I think he's the
same type of pass rusher and dominacor up
from."
Eastern defensive line coach Shannon
Jackson said Walters bas all the tools co be a

special player.
"Just depends on how bad he wants it,"
Jackson said. "He's srrong and fast and most
offensive linemen can't handle a guy who
is strong and fast. lf be keeps improving
each year, he should have a shot co play on
Sundays."
That chance didn't seem possible for
Walters when he arrived in Charleston.
He has since added thirty pounds of

UJ

muscle, added a newfound artirude and a
realizacion that football can be taken away
from him.
But most of all Walters realizes the decision
his mother made six years ago to send him to
St. Joseph has proved beneficial.
"Life's .something else because there's so
many different directions I could have gone
in," he said. "And I jusr love my mother for
that for making that decision for me."

n Blue Crew
FROM PAGE 12

The athletic department pay~ for
the T-shirts. which are free to new
Blue Crew member~. and is picking
up the tab for all printing and flier
expenses.
Besides having fun, Anderson,
chairman of che Blue Crew, and
Manindli, stress their goal of
developing lasring traditions.
""Vile want co build this and
start real traditions here," said
Martinelli.
One of the ways the Crew
will encourage school spirit is by
reaching fans the fight song.
The lyrics of the five-line theme
are printed on the back of each Blue
Crew shirt.
Anderson and Martinelli say the
shirr is like a "cheat sheet." When
the band starts playing the school
song, "you can read off of the
person's shirr in from of you" chey
said.
The Blue Crew's organi1.ers have
discovered chc power char marching
blue shins can hold.
"Nobody wanes co be chat one
person thac stands up and is like
'yay,' bur when you are with a group
of people - you don't even need co
know them - I chink that is one
of the biggest draws, people really
wane to see school spirit on this
campus," Anderson said. "We arc
just drawing everybody cogerhcr
with a blue shin."
The leaders of the Blue Crc.-w have
seen a big reaction from scudencathletes and srudcn cs already.
"Srudencs cheering for their
fellow studcncs makes a difference
for the team," said White. "I know
it does, I've taJked to them {athletes)
and they know when the students
are behind them. At the football
game (ISU), the team went right
over after the game and thanked
them."
Megan Sparks played on the
women's basketball team and is now
an assistant coach.
She said she is optimistic about
the Blue Crew rumour this st";ason,
but in the past has been surprised
by "not a lack of support, but not
what you'd expect co see for a D-1
school."
Keppler, a pioneer member and
recruiter for the Blue Crew, said
players on the foocbaJI team have

EllC Hl.Tnl I T1I£ DAJLT EASTBJI IEWS
Members of the Blue Crew, senior English and pre-law major Nicolene Galas (center left) and senior health studies and family consumer sciences
major Oeb Hasik (center right), cheer on the Panthers during the football team's game at O'Brien Stadium against Indiana State.

made it clear they appreciate the
support from the crowd and irs
help keeping them going during the
games.
Anderson made the trip co watch
Eascern's football game againsr
Samford in Birmingham, Ala.
H e said the highlight of the
trip happened when be was at the
airport after the football game.
Anderson
approached
running back Vincent Webb Jr.
to congratulate him on the win,
but before he could, Webb told
Anderson that he saw him and
the small squad of blue-clad fans
standing the whole rime, and chat
he had appreciated the support the
BJue Crew gave.
He said he remembers the
handful of Blue Crew members chat
made the crip to Samford for the
game.
"There were like four guys there,
we could see them in the stands,
we really appreciated them coming

Copy

Nicolene Galas, a senior pole- sports teams," he said.
vaulcer for Eastern, shares Sencsc's
Carter sees it affecting the teams
antropacion
for
the
Crew's ac Eastern as well.
appearances during her season,
G iving them more incentive to
which begins in December.
play harder because there ue fans
She has noticed the positive char "acrually give a darn abour
effect the Blue Crew has had on che cheir team sports."
fall sports tea.ms.
The Blue C rew is optimistic
"I have heard a number of about the future.
"lf we can gee that core group
football players and cross country
runners comment on the face that of people wh o are going to be ac
they were very exci ted and surprised the events, as it grows, anything is
by the turnout of Blue Crew possible," said Anderson.
members," she said. "Especially
Whether it is the faculty support,
with the number of people that blue T-shirts or the predictions for
cravded to ISU's game co support a good foocball season chis fall char
the team."
has helped the Blue Crew grow
And the effects of the Blue Crew rapidly in its initial semester as an
extend beyond che playing field.
RSO, Keppler credits the success
D.J. Caner, the host of Eastern's to the people at Eastern who really
sports radio show, The Goal Linc, wane co make school spiric visibte.
"There are a Joe of people that
has noticed how the Blue Crew
really want to get the spirit back up
reflects on the school.
"Having the Blue Crew is at Eastern," she said. "We all saw
showing char EIU has a sense of chis as a great way of going about
school pride when it comes to our rhar."

This Space
For Sale

E:xp~ess

Come to us for ...

Sigt1s

out," he said. "It always helps to
have the support of the fans, the
Blue Crew - just having everyone
come out."
Maninclli
had
a
similar
experience last week.
H e recalled the positive reacrion
he received from a former Eastern
baskecbaJI player at the last home
volleyball game.
"That kind of scuff makes it
worthwhile," he said.
Even arhletcs whose seasons have
not started yet are getting anxious
for the Blue Crew co come appear
at their events.
"Teams do notice the Blue Crew
and we also notice when our stands
are complerdy devoid of students,"
~'1id swimmer Bill Senese, whose
season starts Ocr. 6 ac Lancz.
Naratorium.
"So ic's nice to see some students
anending spons events," he said.
"I'll be hoping to have their support
ac every meet rhis year."
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I FAN SUPPORT

Blue Crew growing in strength
Eastern professor' s generosity
has led to increase in groups
membership and attendance
BJ Katie Anderson
Stall Reporter

PANTHER SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S SOCCER

FRIDAY vs. Southeast Missouri
3 p.m. lakeside Field

I

VOUEYBAlL

FRIDAY at Morehead Sbte
Morehead, Ky.

I 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

SATURDAY Panther hmtatiqnal I
Darling Courts/Charleston High School

Andrew White wanted co do something
about school spirit this year, or rather, as he saw
it, the lack of spirit.
He was disappointed by the lack of cheering
and fans at Eastern sporting events.
"I was sick of coming to our home games
and seeing five or six people in the fan section,"
the math professor said. "I teach here. I asked
my students and none of the students had any
interest in going co any of the games."

Wbi tc has taught at Eastern for 14 years and

bas advised the cheer ream for 13 of them.
Emily Keppler a senior clcmcnrarjr
education major and member of the cheer
team, approached White about getting
something scarred to encourage school spirit.
The idea grew and more people got involved.
Amy Reis, Eastern's director of marketing
and promotions, tea.med with Student Senate
member Adam Martinelli and Student Body
President Sean Anderson and the rebirth of the
Blue Crew began.
The Blue Crew was made a official
Recogniud Student Organization this
scmcsccr, and its membership has grown to
890, Anderson said.
White is encouraged by the growth since
the initial Blue Crew meeting, when the

officers presented him with a list of200 studenr
members, but be is nor sarisficd yet.
"I was really impressed bur I said 'we need
abour 2-co-3,000 people signed up, is chat
realistic?' They didn't seem to be discouraged;
White said.
Martinelli, who is also the Blue Crew's
president of operations, credited a large part
of chc success chc organizarion has enjoyed
this year to the backing of the athletic
department.
"It's that it's nor just students bur the
athletic deparonent actually working with us;
be said. "It's a bunch of people that arc coming
together to really get the ball rolling and that
makes the difference."

»

SEE BLUE CIEW, PAGE 11

CROSS COUNTRY

SATURDAY at lo.imlle lnitational
I 9:30 a.m. Louisville, Ky.
VOUEYBAlL

SATURDAY at Eastern Kentucky
6 p.m. Richmond, Ky.

TOP CAT

I PIERRE WALTERS

I

•

JOE WALTASTI I THE EXTRA POINT

Boxing on .
verge of a
knockout
Watching the finale of The
Contender on Tuesday night, I
started thinking about boxing. This
is unusual for me as r am nor an
avid boxing fan. But this seems co
align me with the majority of the
nation.
Boxing is on the verge of
becoming irrelevant to
the
mainstream spons fan, and there
arc a couple of reasons why.
Since the retirement of L:nnox
Lewis more than two years ago,
there has nor been a dominant
heavyweight for the nation to
root for and more importantly,
recognize.

Boxing needs a Yankees. It needs
an Eastern women's rugby team. It
needs a Dream Team.
I'm talking about the team of
MJ and Charles Barkley fame, not
the current "Dream Tcam.n They
lose to Greece in the semifinals of
the World Championships. Yes,
a team of Greeks beat D-Wade,
L:Bron, and Carmelo. Awful.
In fact, all sports need a team
or an individual co always be the
favorite.
Spores in general arc better when
teams everyone recognizes succeed,
whether you love them or love co
hate chem.
If Tommy Zbikowski and the
Notre Dame defense keep getting
torched, then maybe Zibby will
forget about football and become
the
Sosa-and-McGwire-bomerun-chase of boxing and be the
big name athlete and the perennial
favorite that will resurrect the sport
after a lull in interest.

H SEE WALTASTI
PAGE9

Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with journalism minor. He can be

reached at jwal717@gmail.com.

JAT '8AllEC I THE DAll.T EASTBll IEWS
Sophomore defensive end Pierre Walters is tied for 10th in the nation in sacks and second in the Ohio Valley Conference with four. Walters also
leads the team in tackles for loss with eight in just four games. "He's a big play guy on the defensive line," said Eastern defensive coordinator
Roe Bellantoni. "He definitely adds a dimension to our team that I don't think anyone else has right now."

.
With four sacks in four games, this Panther lS •••

_On the Prowl
Walters has overcome
academic and personal
struggles to succeed
BJ Matt Duiels
Sports Ed'rtor

Pierre Walters has bad some
friends die.
He knows some friends who
arc in prison.
He grew up 40 seconds away
from Proviso Ease, a high school
char in 2004 graduated 70 percent
of its students, 15 percent below
the state of Illinois' average.
"lcs kind of known as a bad
school," Walters said.
That's why he is thankful he
went co Wescchesrcr St. Joseph
High School, 10 miles from his
home in Forest Park, at the urging
of bis mother, Geraldine.
He doesn't regret never having
a winning record at the school
or having a winless senior season

playing football at Sc. Joseph.
Nor is be upset or bitter because
he had co stay after school and
clean classrooms, parking lots and
anything else in the high school.
And he's nor upset because be
couldn't go co Proviso Ease.
"I consider myself blessed
that she pushed us and made the
sacrifices for me to go to a school
like St. Joc's,n said Walters, who
has a brother a year older who also
went to Sc. Joseph. •1 probably
wouldn't be here if I went co
Proviso East.
"Knowing me back then, I'd
probably say forger school and
just kick it with my friends. I have
a lot of friends who are either
locked up or, unforrunacely, some
arc dead now."
Walters could not play his
freshman year at Eastern because
he was ineligible.
He came co Eastern as a
Proposition 48 qualifier. Under
Proposition 48, student athletes

arc required to have a minimum
SAT score of 700, or an ACT
score of 17, and a minimum GPA
of 2.0 in at least 11 courses in core
classes, according co the NCAA
Website.
"That was so hard,n said Walters
about sitting our bis freshman
y~r. "I just chougbr it was the end
of the world. I go from playing all
four years (of high school) to all of
a sudden hitting a brick wall."
Walters used that time away
from the fidd co focus on his
academics, something he didn't
always do at Sc. Joseph.
"That year, my freshman year
when I propped, I did a lot of
growing up," be said. •1 took
school a lot more serious because
football was taken away &om me
and chat was my joy."
Walters is making up for that
lose time chis season with four
sacks in four games for Eastern.
He is tied for 10th in the nation
and is second in the Ohio Valley

Conference in sacks.

Last season, Kory Loche led che
Panthers with five sacks.
Defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni said he bas seen a
difference in Walters since his
freshman year.
"The biggest thing he's
improved on is bis attitude. He's
really grown up,n Bellantoni said.
"And after sitting out a ycar.. .I
think he really bas matured and
seen what kind of work ethic it's
going- co take for him co i:cach his
goals in football."
And Walters' goals are co keep
playing football, ideally for an
NFL team, after he graduates
from Eastern.
Those goals are obtainable for
Walters, Bdlanconi said.
"He wanes to play in the NFL,•
Bellantoni said. "lc's a goal of his,
nor a dream. He's made it a goal
of bis."
H

SEE WALTEIS, PAGE t1
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Instilling old values
The DMne 9

Keynote speaker
promotes change
for Black Greeks

Fraternities
• Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity

By Sean Hopkins
Staff writer
Black Greek organizations are often
overlooked on Eastern's campus.
Walter M Kimbrough, well-known
expert on historically black fraternal
organizations, gave a presentation
highlighting black Greek life before an
estimated crowd of 120 on Saturday
morning, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
At the presentation entitled, "Black
Greeks 101: Survival at Predominately
White Institutions," Dr. Kimbrough
discussed the survival of Black Greek
lettered organizations not only on
white college campuses, but at historically black colleges and universities as
well.
"No more than 6 of the [Divine] 9
are represented on most college campuses," said Kimbrough. "Most do not
have double-digit members."
Kimbrough, who is a member of
Alpha Phi Alpha, noted the issues facing black Greeks include hazing, lewd
dances, sweetheart organizations and
fighting at events.
He also noted hazing as being the
most severe issue, which he feels,
"negates the overall blueprint ideals
each organization stands for."
The presentation included a slide
show with pictorial representations of
the evolution of the pledging process,
from pledges who did community
service projects for an entire semester
in the 1950s to graphic images of today
of the injuries many pledges have sustained as a result of hazing.
Kimbrough concluded the presentation with audience questions and his
feeling on pledging. He feels the pledg-

• Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
• Omega Psi Phi Fraternity

• Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
• Iota Phl Theta fraternity

Sororftles
• Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
• Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
• Zeta Phi Seta Sorority

• Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority

At Eastern
• Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
• Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity

• Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
• Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Veron Culley/ Minority Today

• Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority

Walter Kimbrough speaks to an audience of about 120 in the Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union on Saturday.

ing process should return to a formal
pledge program, based on educating
the new pledges about the organization, but feels even if there was an
alternative set of pledging standards
many organizations would not follow.
"We need a revolutionary spirit in
our organizations [to stop the hazing],"
said Kimbrough.
Many students were pleased with
the graphic imagery. Kimbrough
included.
"These are real issues that don't
need to be sugar coated," said graduate student and Phi Beta Sigma member Brian Johnson, a science and
College student affairs major. "I hope

the other Greeks in attendance will also
convey the message to the rest of the
Greek population."
Lunch, afternoon workshops and a
tour of Eastern's black Greek housing
followed the hour and a half presentation.
While the lunch and workshops
were exclusively for members of Greek
organiza.tions who reserved, the presentation was open to anyone.
"I have read Kimbrough' s book
and was glad to have the chance to
hear him speak," said Mary May, a junior psychology major. "I was also
impressed that he opened up what goes
on in Greek organizations to non-

Greeks."
· Officials from the University of
Illinois, Illinois State University,
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale and Milliken University
were in attendance, as well as state
coordinators from Alpha Phi Alpha,
Delta Sigma Theta, Kappa Alpha Psi,
Phi Beta Sigma and Omega Psi Phi.
Kimbrough is currently the president of Philander Smith College in
Little Rock, Arkansas, and has given
numerous presentations on black
Greek life at college campuses across
the United States.
His book "Black Greek 101: The
Culture, Customs and Challenges of
Black Fraternities and Sororities" is

Korean professor joins Journalism department
By Angela Pham

Staff Writer
Professor Eunseong Kim comes
from Seoul, South Korea, a city of over
10 million to teach at Eastern Illinois
University this semester and plans to
stay "for a long time."
Currently living in Champaign,
Kim is a professor in the journalism
department and teaches Journalism

and Democracy, and Women and the
Media.
Originally from Kangnung, South
Korea, Kim received a doctorate's
degree in mass communication with
two minors in political commentary
and new media technical analysis from
Indiana University.
According to the IU website, Kim's
dissertation research focused on investigating political bloggers and their
blogging activities during the 2004 U.S.

presidential campaign.
Kim said that South Korea's college
education system is very different in
comparison to that of the United States.
"It's similar in that we spend 4
years, but we study differently," Kim
said. "Americans are more interested in
discussions and participation; Koreans
have more of a lecturing environment.
"That's why some Asians are very
quiet in class, because of that. They do
not [typically] raise their hands or voic-
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es because they are not trained to participate in class discussions."
Kim also described a general cultural difference that exists between the
two countries.
"Koreans are not as individualistic," she said. "There is more of a push
[in the U.S.] for heroic, brave individuals, to become outstanding ... in Korea,
the individual is less emphasized; you
SEE PROF page 4
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The one thing
that I told myself
prior to starting my
college career was
that I wanted to
make some sort of
change, impact or
difference on carr
pus.
I am pleased
Letter from
with the things that
I have done thus far,
the Editor:
but one of the last
that I feel I
tasks
As the days go
must
complete
and
on, I realize that I
at
doing,
is
succeed
am getting closer
holding
the
title
of
and closer to gradu- ...
editor-in-chief of
ation.
Minority Today.
Nervous, anxI am thrilled to
ious, exited, yes I
be
apart
of somewould have to say
thing
so
dedicated
that I am all of that!
to serving the
As I look back
minority
population
on the past three
on
campus.
A popuyears, I can honestly
that
not
only
lation
say that I have expeincludes
Africanrienced, as well as
Americans, but on e
learned, a lot.

that expands to
Asians, Hispanics,
Muslims, women,
gays, lesbians, different religious
backgrounds and a
host of other ethnicities.
I look forward
to bringing a larger
audience, both writers and readers, to
Minority Today.
Let's celebrate
our culture, our
past, present and
future together!
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Jennifer Ether

Any questions or
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by email:
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stance?" I m ean my brother and l stayed in the same room for 18 years.
Both paren ts were at home, we both were in band and played football, we both
graduated and went off to college. So what m akes him a victim of circumstance?
Then I realized it. ..nothing. My brother is not a victim of circumstance, but
rather a victim of choices, most importantly the choices that he made. It would be
foolish of me to say that there are no cases where the person at hand is a victim of
circumstance.
When I look at the neighborhood that I come from everyday I'm reminded that
there are. But more times than not, its not the circumstances from which one comes
by Charles Kyle
My sister called me a couple of days ago and told me about a young black man from, but the choices that one makes.
Honestly it could be me sitting in jail, not my brother but I made the choice
who had been caught and arrested for the armed robbery of an elderly woman.
that
I would continue to go to school, and hopefully get a degree.
Under normal circumstances this wouldn't be much cause for concern, except for
He
felt he had enough schooling and made the choice that he would sell drugs
the young man at hand was my brother.
and
"take
over" my neighborhood.
She told me that his public defendant told him the best·route to go was to
As
a
joke
I would always tell him, "Think bigger than that, take the city." Now
plead that he was a victim of circumstance. He was kicked out the house with no
as
I
sit
here
writing
this I think to myself "what type of advice was that?"
food and no money. He had nowhere to turn and in an attempt to secure food he
turned to what he felt was his last resort.
'
Maybe I should have been a good brother, but then again I was. Which again
Since he had no priors the judge bought it and my brother got off. He's not makes me wonder, was he really a victim of circumstance? No, he was not a victim
going to serve even half of his full sentence.
of circumstance, but of choices, and where he is, is a direct result of the choices that
Needless to say I was happy that it wouldn't be 2-5 years before I could see my he made.
brother again, but then I began to think about h ow the case was handled.
So next time you're making choices that you know could have a dramatic effect
Their angle was that he was a victim of circumstance. Now that is good and on your life, negative or positive, remember that ultimately you are a reflection of choices,
fine for the judge, but what's killing me is was he really a "victim of circum- your choices.

The choices you make
determine your path in life

Out and About
•

Today
12p.m. EIUnity Brown Bag Lunch

•

Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
Enjoy a free lunch followed by a short movie and discussion of college students
and accepting differences.
7p.m. Take Back the Night March
Campus Pond Pavillion
The 17th annu al candlelight march throu gh Eastern's campus to promote safety
for all women.

Tuesday
6p.m. "Bitch" Magazine reading group
Women's Resource Center, Stevenson Hall Basemen t
Discussion of the article "Everything You Always Wanted to know about
Feminism and Were Afraid to Ask."

Thursday
4p.m. "Making Mexican Skeleton Puppets for Dia de los Muertos"
Martinsville Rm.

Friday

October 7

9p.m. Comedian Owen Smith
7th St. Un derground

lp.m " Beadwork Across Cultures"
Through January 7, 2007- A showcase of Native American, Mexican, African and
Caribbean artwork.

Monday
7p.m. " Apple Pie and Enchiladas: Focus on Latino Migration to the Midwest"
Grand Ballroom
Lecture by au thor Jorge Chapa
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Asian group
extends fiir
beyond race
By Eboni Mccree

Staff Writer
For four years the Asian American
Association has been connecting people, creating new friendships, and
spreading awareness at Eastern.
The Asian American Association is
an Asian interest group that strives to
unite Asian Americans.
According to the association's website, their goal is to bring people of
Asian American heritage together and
spread awareness through EIU' s campus.
Since AAA is an interest group, it is
not necessary that everyone be Asian
to become a member.
"We are definitely getting_ more
cultures involved and I would like to
see more of that," said current president of the Asian American Society,
Mieko Fujiura, senior art major.
The Asian American Association is
also reaching out to other schools as
well.
November 10-12, the Asian
American Association will be hosting
the Midwest Asian American Student
Union (MAASU) Leadership Retreat,
which is a leadership conference and
workshop.
Thirty different schools around the
Midwest plan to attend.
When Krishna Thomas founded the
Asian American Association in 2002,
there were only six members. Today,
there are 15 members.
Presidents that followed Thomas
were Jesse Wu, Adrian Lopez and
Mieko Fujiura.
"The Asian American Association is
still fairly new but it is growing", said
former president, Jesse Wu, a senior
management major.
The association has taken part in
many activities around EIU's campus
such as activities with international
students, trivia contests, tournaments,
fundraisers and Asian Heritage
Month, which is will be going into its
second year at EIU in April 2007.

Jay Grabiec/Minority Today

Ballet Folklorico performs in the Grand Ballroom at the kick-off banquet sponsored by LASO and a host of others.

Latin culture takes the spotlight
Campus group
showcases
Latin heritage
By Tresier Williams
Staff Writer
Latin American Student
Organization is one of several minority groups on
campus to promote cultural awareness and diversity
on campus.
About 13 people gathered in a small room in the
MLI< Union for the LASO
meeting, at 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 13.
"What types of programs would you guys like
to see on campus?" asked
Ruiz.

Everyone responded by

agreeing that they would
like to teach salsa classes,
and that they wanted to see
more ethnic food choices
served on campus.
"There are different
organizations like LASO at
other schools, but LASO
started at Eastern in 1991."
said Ruiz.
"You don't have to be
Latino to join, you just
have to have appreciation
for Latino culture. We want
to create leadership opportunities and be support for
each other."
According to its mission
statement, LASO "presents
an opportunity to learn
about the myriad of cultures within the Latino
community as well as
serves as an academic and
social environment for stu-

dents to discuss many different issues and conGa end.ar
cerns."
LASO will be sponsor- ftipcommg Events=
ing a number of different
6:30 p.m., Diabetes
programs such as Latino
!workshop
at the Newman
Heritage Month, which
nter,
500
Roosevelt Ave.
started Sept. 15 and ends
cross
from
Andrews/Lawson
Oct. 15, date auctions, Salsa
all.
and Merengue dance lessons, Ballet Folklorico, who
performed at the Kick-off
banquet, Sunday, Sept. 17
and local community service programs.
onday, Oct. 9w 8:30p.m., /;It's
Meetings are held at 6
une
for Change," Discussion
p.m. every Wednesday in
garding
Columbus Day
the Sullivan Room in the
leston/Matto<>n
Ro<>m
Martin Luther King Jr.
Union.
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Minority teachers organization hosts tneet-and-greet
Professors,
students
interact at
game night
By Jennife.11 Ether

Editor-in-chief
Minority teachers are at a
low on campus and many
minority education major students are looking for guidance and support to increase
those numbers in the near
future.

Students socialized
Monday evening_with music,
UNO, Phase 10 and
Dominoes at game night
sponsored by the Minority

Teacher Education
Association (MTEA).
Held in the AfricanAmerican Cultural Center,
students as well as professors
joined together in a relaxed
setting accompanied with
refreshments and laughter.
"One of our main responsibilities is to promote professionalism," said Shanta
McKay, a senior social science
major with teacher's certification and president of MTEA.
"We basically serve as a support base for those interested
in education and to guide
minorities in the right directi on.
According to McKay,
MTEA is dedicated to students' needs by enhancing
and supporting minority student teachers in their pursuit
II

of obtaining an undergraduate teaching degree.
Founded in 1992 by Dr.
Freddie A. Banks, Jr., a member of the Eastern illinois
University faculty, and a
group of minority students at
EIU, MTEA is a program
funded by and under the
umbrella of the Minority
Teacher Identification and
Enrichment Program, which
has over 40 MTEAchapters at
community colleges, middle
schools and high schools
throughout Illinois.
"We hold weekly meetings in which we help the students prepare for the basic
skills test," McKay said. 11 As
tutors, we create tutoring programs, bring in guest speakers and network with the
many different schools to

recruit more members to
Eastern."
MTEA holds summer
camps at Eastern as well as
an annual conference in the
spring where many community colleges are invited to stay
over night and come talk to
those in the program.
"The best way for freshman to get involved with this
program or any program for
that matter, is to go to the
department [of major] and
ask about programs, try
things out and don't be afraid
to take a chance," said
Marcella Cadena, freshman
education major and treasurer
of MTEA.
McKay said last year the
program didn't do a lot of
tutoring and the membership
was quite low.

This year, McKay hopes
to recruit and reach out to
more minority education
majors and to those who may
not know what they want to
major in yet.
"This program has really
helped me to stay on track
with the tests that I have to
take and most of all kept me
motivated while guiding others at the same time," said
Dontrease Thomas, a senior
early childhood education
major.
For more info on MTEA visit
www.eiu.edu-mtiep
or e-mail Shanta McKay at
~am,ka~~ei11.ed11
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Professor Eunsong Kim was hi.red in the journalism department and teaches two classes: "Journalism and Democracy" and "Women in the Media." She lives in Champaign and is originally from Seoul, South Korea.

PROF
from page 1
contribute to the entire group
community to create harmony."
Married to a Caucasian
man with whom she has a 2year-old son, Kim said she
feels diversity is an important
aspect of any community.
She acknowledged that
the purpose behind a college
education is for students to
encounter new and different

experiences, and thinks it is
possible to achieve that goal
if schools provide the curriculum necessary for a
diverse perspective.
Kim said that the field of
journalism is becoming a more
inclusive field for minorities
but recognizes that EIU could
be more culturally diverse.
"Curriculum-wise, it is
diverse here; community-wise,
no. But Eastern is trying to do
that as much as they can," Kim
said. She added that the faculty members are "extremely

helpful" and make her feel
welcome.
Journalism professor John
Johnson said he appreciates
the different perspective that
Kim brings to EIU. "She
allows the students to look at
our culture both internally and
externally ... [she] helps students discover the most
important aspects of their subjects."
To stay close to her heritage, Kim reads Korean books
to her son and speaks to him
in Korean as well. She also

plans to visit a Korean cultural
center in Champaign.
Professor and chairman of
the journalism department
James Tidwell discussed the
contributions that Kim will
make for EIU.
"We were very impressed
with her research potential,"
Tidwell said. "We also were
adding to the diversity of the
faculty.
"[She has] a great journalism background and great references ... Her research skills
and desire to research are defi-

nitely a plus for us."
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'Overlooked'
Women's Center
has secluded
office in basement
of Stevenson Hall
by Sean Hopkins
Staff Writer
Eastern' s
Women's
Resource Center can be
described as a combination of
many different things.
"The one thing I would say
we are is we are often times
overlooked,"
said
Aslu
Shakirova, Women's Resource
Center office manager.
Located in the basement of
Stevenson Hall, the Women's
Resource Center secludes itself
from many other resource centers on campus making people
unaware of its presence.
Those that are aware of the
center, tend to confuse it with
Eastern's Sexual Assault
Gou.nseling and Jnfoo:nation

Service.
"I always thought it was a
center for women who had
been raped or victimized,"
said Charleston resident
Shelby Cunningham.
Aslu Shaklrova
According to the women's
Office Manager, Women's Resource Center
studies Web site, the Women's
Resource Center "supports
The center's location does
student and faculty research for troubled women or to
give
it an advantage, however,
female
victims
of
any
kind,
it
and provides information
being
in the basement of
does
not
limit
its
availability
of
about services for women."
resources
to
women.
Stevenson
Hall usually pro"We serve the entire
"Information
on
scholarvides
students
with a quiet
Charleston community. Many
place
to
study.
ships,
job
opportunities,
local
people who use our facility
"The WRC is the best kept
come from off campus," said organizations and resource
groups
such
as
physical
secret
and
on campus," said
Shakirova.
substance
abuse
hot
lines,
Skachkova.
The women's studies proIn March during Women's
gram directs the center in pro- mental health and child care
services,
pregnancy
and
sexual
History
Month, the center
viding information on all topassault
information
and
area
sponsors
a
number of campus
ics dealing with women's
events
support
groups
are
available
including
keynote
issues.
to
the
public,"
said
Penka
speakers,
a
discussion
panel
The center's 950-book
Skachkova,
coordinator
of
and
an
awards
ceremony
reclibrary is a research area open
women's
studies.
ognizing
the
achievements
of
to students, faculty and staff to
The
HOPE
Center
of
East
women
throughout
the
comcheck out books and DVDs
that explore women's issues in Central Tllinois is an integrated munity.
partner and one of the main
A book club focusing on
a variety of ways.
resources
of
community
refergender-specific
ideas and
And while the center does
rals
from
the
center.
themes
is
currently
being
• provide connections to help

organized.
Anyone with any interest is
welcome to join and visit the
women's resource center
library Web site linked from
the Booth Library homepage.
According to Skachkova,
the center is planning to add
more books and DVDs to the
library, set up an Internet connection to women's group
from another country and
form a reading group known
as "Bitch" to read and discuss
articles from "Bitch" maga-

"The WRC Is the best
kept secret on campus"

zine.

The center is open to the
public from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

ON THE WEB

,

Find more information at
http://www.eiu.edu/-wsminor/resource_center.html

